Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science  
Application for Fall 2006  
Application for Teaching Assistant

Name ___________________________________     Student ID Number ___________________

TOEFL, TOEP, TSE, or SPEAK (Foreign Students) ________ GPA (as of Spring '06) ________________  
(Must be at least 5 or 50 - copy of score must be attached)        (Must be at least 3.1, MS student, or 3.5, PhD student)

Daytime Phone Number ______________________  E-mail Address ____________________________

Your Degree Program : MS ____Ph.D. ____     Your Area of Research ________________________

Are you scheduled for or have you attended the UCI TA Training? If so, what year? ____________________

Have you served as a TA previously? If yes, please specify your TA services including quarter, year, and course number: ___________________________________________________________________________

Have you received any fellowship for Academic Year 2006-2007? If so, please indicate what you received, including name of fellowship and dollar amount: ________________________________________________

Courses qualified to TA - Please indicate your first 3 choices using the numbers 1,2,3 in order of your preference (Choose ONLY 3)

   ____ EECS 10  Computer Methods – Doemer, R.       ____ EECS 163/L  Power Systems – Ahmed, S.
   ____ EECS 31  Intro to Digital Systems - Gajski, D.    ____ EECS 170A/LA  Electronics I - Boyraz, O.
   ____ EECS 104  Fund of Comp Graphics - Kuester, F.    ____ EECS 170A/LA  Electronics I - Burke, P.
   ____ EECS 111  System Software - Jenks, S.           ____ EECS 170D  Int Electrn Ckt Des – Eltawil, A.
   ____ EECS 114  Engr Data Str & Alg - Demsky, B.      ____ EECS 174  Fund Semicond Dev - Nelson, R.
   ____ EECS 115  Intro VLSI – Kurdahi, F.              ____ EECS 179  MEMS – Bachman, M.
   ____ EECS 129A Comp Senior Project – da Costa, B.     ____ EECS 180  Engr Electromagnetc – Tsai, C.
   ____ EECS 145  Electrl Engr Anlys – Lee, C.C.        ____ EECS 189A  EE Senior Project – Green, M.
   ____ EECS 160A/LA  Intro Control Systm – Smedley, K.

-Please note: Submission of this form does not guarantee you a TA position.  
-Please print this application, return it to Engineering Tower room 355 (ET 355), and place it in the in-box, or mail to EECS Student Affairs Office, 355 Engineering Tower, Irvine, CA  92697-2625.  It is anticipated decisions will be made by September 15, 2006.  You will be contacted, whether selected or not.

REQUIREMENT: For the course for which you are requesting a TAship, you must have taken it or its equivalent. Please see the following sheet for required documentation. No applications will be accepted after September 1, 2006. NO EXCEPTIONS!

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING PAGE FOR TA RULES AND REGULATIONS.
EECS Grad Students:
(CC: EECS faculty)

Fall 2006 Teaching Assistant Applications are now available and are attached to this email. They are also available on the EECS website, at http://www.eng.uci.edu/dept/eecs/current.

The following rules apply:

1.) You are not allowed to have an “U”, “NP”, or failing grades for the past 3 quarters. Your eligibility for employment is contingent upon you satisfying the following standard appointment criteria: (a) enrollment of a minimum of 12 units including at least 6 units of directed research course each quarter; (b) a GPA of at least 3.1 if you are a Master’s Degree student, or a 3.5 if you are a PhD student during each quarter and at least at the A- level for the research course; (c) no more than two Incomplete’s (I) and one No Report (NR) grades during the three preceding quarters, and at least a B+ for the course you are interested in TAing. Continuing and incoming students, please attach an unofficial copy of your undergraduate transcript with your name on it, and a copy of your latest transcript to your application. We reserve the right to terminate your appointment at any time for unsatisfactory performance, unsatisfactory progress toward your degree objective or academic dishonesty.

2.) Please do not apply if you expect to have GSR appointment in Fall 2006.

3.) If you are chosen as a TA, you may not receive any other financial support other than non-resident tuition and un-reimbursed portion of your fees that are paid by your advisor.

4.) Foreign students or domestic students not receiving four years of high school education in USA must have taken and passed the TSE, SPEAK or TOEP before filling out an application. Passing scores are at least 5 on the TOEP and a 50 on the TSE or Speak.

5.) Even though you have applied for a TA position, it is YOUR responsibility to pay your fees and tuition on time. If you are chosen as a TA, you will be reimbursed for the majority portion of your fees, but you will still be responsible for the un-reimbursed portion, which is approximately $167.50. The TAship does not pay the non-resident tuition. You will be responsible for any and all late fees. Please check the box if you have read and understand your responsibilities.

Application deadline is September 1, 2006.
Please be aware that TA positions available in Fall 2006 are very limited.

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL THESE RULES AND REGULATIONS:

PRINT NAME: _____________________________________________________

Last                               First                     Middle Initial